
Volsunga saga 

Legendary history and textual analysis 

One of the main problems dominating the discussion of the 

Velsunga saga is that the greatest part of the lays in the Poetic 

Edda have been assimilated into this saga. | This fact has led 

research work to analyse Volsunga saga more or less in view of 

either finding evidence of legendary history or of deducing 

complete, respectively parts, of lost eddic poems .? Therefore, 

possibilities of recognising the characteristic value of this 

Saga were almost all neglected. 

The most important presupposition for doing justice to this 

work is that one should not forget that in mediaeval times 

adaptations of subject matters were not only frequent, but al- 

most always the rule. Yet in the least number of cases does the 

taking over of the fable mean that the sense of the source has 

been adapted as well. Additions, omissions and shortenings, 

specific grouping and ordering of the source material, by which 

quite different accents can be set, show that an author tries 

to create a new unity within a new poetic work. This fact may 

be easily verified, if one compares the different versions of 

the Nibelungs' legend or the well known epics of Chrestien and 

Hartmann with the Erexsaga. If the lays of the Codex Regius, the 

order of which has been more or less preserved in the Volsunga 

Saga, appear within a new context, then it should be a signal 

for the analysing person that he should free himself from the 

meaning of those single lays, and that he should determine the 

new concept that is comprised within those different sources. 

It is well known that a lot of changes can be detected in Vol- 

sunga saga, so that it. is superfluous to name them once again. 

The reasons for these alterations, however, are most surely to 

be sought in the fact, that the author intended to form a new 

entity.? 

‘ Apart from estimating Volsunga saga as a compilation, 4 there 

has existed the view that this Saga gives an aitiological 
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account of the origin of the Norwegian royal ancestry, by going 

back to the progenitor Othin in order to legitimize this family” 

(such attempts to lead back the ancestral line to mythological 

figures or persons of antiquity are common in mediaeval times). 

This aspect, however, involves seeing Vglsunga saga and Ragnars 

saga as a unity. Yet this view has not been individually inter- 

pretatively pursued, since it was mostly veiled by the compari- 

son with the Poetic Edda. 

Here, an attempt will be made to show that the story of the 

Volsungs* family extends from the narration of Volsunga saga 

proper to Ragnars saga lodbrékar.® For reasons of space this 

analysis will restrict itself to the Volsunga saga proper, be~ 

cause this saga renders the basis for the interpretation of 

Ragnars saga, so that a short survey of Ragnars saga must 

suffice to make the point clear. This study hopes to show, that 

Voelsunga saga may rot only be viewed as a compilation,’ but as 

an independent poetic work with its own meaning and intention.“ 

Vglsunga saga tells the story of several generations of a 

family. Therefore it is the genealogical aspect which predomi- 

nantly unites all parts of the transmitted sources. The whole 

plot of Volsunga saga proper can be divided into three parts. 

The proportion of these narrative parts shows that the central 

section consists roughly of as many chapters as the beginning 

and the end of the Saga together, so that we can register a 

relation of 9: 22 : 10 chapters. 

The first part is dominated by the history of the original 

members of the family, which are Sigi, an alleged son of Othin, 

Rerir, Völsung, Sigmund and two of his sons (Sinfj6tli and 

Helgi).? The central part tells the story about the family 

member Sigurd. As a result of this generation, we can register 

a descending and an ascending line. The descending line, con- 

stituting the third part of the narration, is represented by 

the widow Gudrun and her branch of the family. This last section 

can be subdivided into the parts which demonstrate the loss of 
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the material and spiritual inheritance of Sigurd and the re- 

petition of the failure of Sigurd, elucidated through his 

daughter. With the destruction of this genealogical branch of 

the family, the Vglsunga saga proper ends. Yet the ascending 

line, whosé toots likewise go back to the Sigurd part of the 

story, is told in the Ragnars saga, which would constitute the 

fourth part of the complete genealogical history. 

These parts are linked together by three main aspects which 

receive different accentuation in each section. 

In the first part all three aspects are found likewise, in- 

asmuch as here all members of the family harbour the same 

ideals: 

a) gaining of royal power, preserving it or regaining it; 

b) taking care of the succession within the royal family; and 

c) taking revenge for injustice done to members of the family. 

All generations up until Sigmund endeavour to keep the power 

within the hands of their family. All the descendants from 

Sigi, be it Rerir, Vélsung or Sigmund try their best to pre- 

serve land and kingdom, even if for a time their realm has been 

usurped by someone else. With regard to the esteem of the mem- 

bers of this family, a climax takes place which reaches its 

peak in the first part of the Sigurd story. 

Thus it is said of Rerir after he has revenged his father: '9 

N& etgnaz hann lond ok ríki ok fé, gerta hann nú meiri 
fyrir aér en fafir hana. (1, 56-57) 

Or of Völsung: 

Hann var konungr yfir Húnalandt eptir fepr sinn; hann 
var snemma mikill ok sterkr ok arépiefullr um Þat, er 
mannraun pótti í ok karlmennska; hann geriz inn mesti 
hermafr ok aigrséll í orrostum Þeim, sem hann átti í 
herfgrum. (2, 16-20) 

Since Othin has given this family the chance to become 

sovereigns, the four first generations try to show themselves 

worthy of this distinction. 

In order to guarantee the continuation, especially the 

women are ready to make many sacrifices for this royal family. 
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Thus the wife of Rerir lets their unborn child, Völsung, be cut 

out of her womb, so that the son may live. Völsung erects a 

socalled "children's tree" in the midst of his splendid hall, 

his centre of royal power, whereby symbolically kingship and 

descendancy may be seen as a unity. It is into this trunk that 

Othin pierces his sword, which alone Sigmund, the son of Völ- 

sung, can draw out. This indicates that Othin has already de- 

termined Sigmund to be the one to carry on the family tradition, 

For he alone has the necessary strength to possess the sword, 

the means of power par excellance, as well as the symbol of 

kingship. 

When the family is threatened with dying out, because the 

father has been slain and all the sons are captured by the 

enemy, their own sister suggests a plan of action which appears 

even to Siggeir as most cruel: 

"On ertu ok grvita, er Þú bifr br¢@prum Þínum meira bole, 
er Þeir sé hoggnir, en þó skal Fat veita Þér, pytat fess 
betr þykki mér, er þeir fola verra ok hafa lengri kvgl 
til bana." (5, 50-53) 

But the only reason she does this is to give at least one of 

her brothers a chance of surviving. To keep her family capable 

of acting, she lets her own children be killed, since they do 

not possess the true spirit of the Volsungs. Finally she begets 

a son with her twin-brother. By this act of incest she hopes 

to maintain the true disposition of the Volsungs. This is con- 

firmed when she gives proof of his sturdiness by sewing the 

sleeve on to Sinfjötli's skin: 

Hon fló hann þá af kyrtlinum, svá at skinnit fylgfi 
ermunum; hon kvaf honum mundu sárt vip verfa; hann 
segir: " Litit mundi slíkt sárt Bykkja Voleungt." (7,29-32) 

The Vglsungs of these generations are also characterized by 

an unconditional aid to the members of their family, inasmuch 

as they never miss an occasion to revenge the injustice done to 

their kin. Sigi is killed by his own brother-in-law, whom he 

most trusted. When Rerir again has his realm firmly under con- 

trol, his vengeance for his father extends to the last man who 

participated in the murder. Sigmund and Signy, the last sur- 
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vivors of the Vglsungs' family, have only one thing in mind, 

and that is vengeance on Siggeir for the death of their father 

and brothers. In this case it ís irrelevant that Siggeir is the 

husband of Signy, because he does not belong to her own kin- 

ship. The true disposition of the Vglsungs is exemplified by 

Sigmund's way of thinking about Sinfjétli: 

Sigmundt þykkir hann mjgk í tt Velaunga, ok Þó hyggr 
hann, at hann sé son Siggeirs konungs, ok hyggr hann 
hafa illsku feBr atns, en kapp Volsunga, ok gtlar hann 
eigi mjgk fréndrgkinn mann,... (8, 4-7) 

All actions are subordinated in order to achieve this end, even 

if it includes enduring great hardships. Consequently, Signy 

sacrifices herself in order to protect her family by avoiding 

counterrevenge. 

Revenge never remains an end in itself, since the realm and 

therewith kingship can be regained and maintained by the acts 

of retaliation. Therefore, for example, it is said of Sigmund 

after the successful revenge: 

Þeir fréndr fá sér lif ok skipa, ok heldr Sigmundr tit 
éttleiffar sinnar ok rekr ör landi Þann konung, er þar 
haffi 1 sez eptir Voleung konung. Stgmundr geria nú 
ríkr konungr ok Ggétr, vitr ok stérrapr. (8, 128-132) 

Despite stating all these positive characteristics of the 

Volsungs, Sigmund, being a member of the fourth generation, is 

deprived of the royal sanctity. The first part ends by telling 

the story of how this came about. When Sigmund's wife takes 

revenge on Sinfjötli, even though she had received compensation 

for the death of her brother by Sigmund, Sigmund risks the life 

of his son inconsiderately, although it was only with his son's 

help that he had been able to regain royal power. From the 

time that they lived their wolfish life, Sigmund knows that un- 

like himself, Sinfjétli is unable to digest poison. Twice Sig- 

mund empties the bugle of poisoned ale. The third time - being 

considerably drunk - he gives the thoughtless advice: "Lát grgn 

sía, sonr!" (10,29) The son therefore drinks the ale and is 

immediately killed. Afterwards Sigmund is forced to fight a 

great battle, because Lyngvi envies him his wife. There it 
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happens that his sword, given to him by Othin, breaks into two 

pieces. From that moment on, victory is no longer on his side 

and he is slain by the enemies. 

Thus within the fourth generation the Volsungs have lost 

land and sovereign authority for the time being. The hoard, the 

symbol of that power, falls into the hands of the Danish king 

Alf. 

The second part tells the story of sigura, |! the son of Sig- 

mund, who has already been born far from his homeland. Embedded 

within this royal genealogy, this well known account undergoes 

a change in meaning. 

Sigurd is characterized as the most outstanding Volsung who 

has lived so far. He is predestined not only to restore the 

family's esteem but also to excel it. An outstanding possibility 

to come into possession of the greatest wealth presents itself 

when Regin, his foster-father, tells him of the Fafnir's hoard. 

Since Sigurd has grown up with his step-father and in a realm 

which is not his own, he is forced to procure a basis of power 

by himself. Just this basis could be constituted by the Fafnir's 

hoard. Also the fact that Sigurd's mother gives him the two 

pieces of his father's sword is undoubtedly an indication that 

Sigurd is the one elected to continue the line and to regain 

power and glory for it. The reason she hands over the broken 

sword to him is that heroic deeds are expected from him. In 

this way all hopes are set on Sigurd. 

Like a true Volsung, he succeeds in revenging his father 

on Lyngvi with the inherited sword. Yet Sigurd does not take 

over Lyrgvi's realm. |? He returns to the Danish king. At the 

instigaticn of Regin, he succeeds in taking possession of the 

greatest treasure that ever existed, the Fafnir's hoard. 

According to the spirit of the Volsungs, Sigurd has revenged 

the injustice done to his family and has obtained immense power 

with the Fafnir's hoard. But contrary to the character of the 

Vglsungs, he does not make himself king over a land of his own. 

So far, Sigurd has not taken advantage of the power he has 
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gained by winning the hoard, insomuch as making it the basis for 

becoming sovereign. 

In connection with the vast treasure, however, Sigurd hears 

of a beautiful woman. The birds sing to him of Brynhild, the 

only woman who is the suitable partner for the most powerful and 

valiant man. Sigurd follows this counsel and goes to Brynhild. 

They swear to each other oaths that they were destined for one 

another and that they will marry: 

"Engi fínna Þér vitrari mapr; ok fess sver ek, at pik 
. skal ek eiga, ok fu ert vip mitt Spt." Hon svarar: "Pik 

vil ek helat eiga, þótt ek kjósa um alla menn;" ok Þetta 
bundu Þau eipum mef sér. (21, 29-32) 

Thus all the prerequisites are provided that with Sigurd and 

Brynhild the Vglsungs' family will aspire to the most power- 

ful kingship. 

However, the weak royal family of the Gjúkungs commits a 

fraud against Sigurd in order to incorporate Sigurd's power 

into their own. 

Hugsar fyrir sér, at þat véri meiri gipta, at hann 
stapfestia þar ok átti dóttur Gjúka konungs, ok sá, ~ 
at engi mátti vif hann jafnaz, sá ok, hvert traust at 
honum var, ok hafBi ofr fjár, miklu meira, en menn 
vissi d@mt til. (26, 21-25) 

The mother of the Gjúkungs, Grimhild, presents Sigurd with 

a drink of oblivion, so that he forgets his love to Brynhild, 

the woman for whom he is determined. In this way, the Gjúkungs 

succeed in integrating the powerful Sigurd into their own fami- 

ly by making him their brother-in-law. Now, instead of striving 

to retrieve his own realm, Sigurd renders services to strengthen 

the kingship of the Gjúkungs. When Grimhild advises his son 

Gunnar to court Brynhild, Sigurd readily declares his help to 

Gunnar. It is thereby decisive that Sigurd subjects his power 

to a deceit, of his own free will. The drink of oblivion has 

no doubt extinguished his love to Brynhild, but not his reaso- 

ning. His own sense should have enabled him to see that Gunnar 

is not capable of proving himself equal to Brynhild. Gunnar is 

unable to ride through the magic fire (vafrlogi). By deceiving 
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Brynhild, Gunnar as well as Sigurd violate her right to a 

marriage according to physical abilities, which is the basis 

for proving a person equal in ‘rank. Thus Sigurd makes himself 

a participant in injustice. Although his behaviour in the 

wedding night is appropriate for a suitor's assistant, he open- 

ly lies to Brynhild. He pretends to be forced to lay the sword 

between them because otherwise he would meet his death. Here- 

with, the second proof is given that Sigurd knowingly partici- 

pated in the fraud. 

After the wedding of Gunnar and Brynhild, the drink loses 

its effect upon Sigurd. 

Ok er lokit er feset vetalu, minnir Sigurf allra eipa 
vip Brynhildi ok lgtr #2 vera kyrt. (27,80-81) 

Sigurd immediately becomes aware of the fact that the Gjúkungs 

have deceited him. As a true Volsung, Sigurð should have in- 

stantly taken revenge for this injustice done to him, especial- 

ly since he has not only been deprived of continuing his family 

with Brynhild, the appropriate woman for him, but also of re- 

gaining royal power with this wife. 

Earlier, when Regin wanted to Geprive him of the hoard, 

Sigurd did not shrink back from immediate vengeance. Now in this 

situation, however, Sigurd does nothing. He abstains from ven- 

geance, because in the meantime he himself has committed wrong, 

when he unjustifiably helped Gunnar to win Brynhild. 

Sigurd, who had been predestined for reinstating the 

Volsungs to a ruling power, actually squanders the sanctity of 

kingship which has been bestowed on him (by the mended sword), 

in that he subordinates himself to another family. But it is 

exactly this kingship that is weak, so that Sigurd alone helps 

the Gjúkungs to great esteem which does not befit them. 

It is left up to Brynhild, who is in character like the true 

Volsungs, to break open these interlinked circumstances and 

take revenge instead of Sigurd. In the senna she makes her 

position clear: 

"Bees skaltu gjalda, er Þú át: Sigurf, ck ek ann Bér 
eigi hans at njóta né gullains mikla... Ekki kgfum vér 
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launmgli haft, ok þó hofum vit eiþa svarit, ok vissu 
Þér þat, at Þér véltup mik, ok Þess skal hefna... 
SigurBr vá at Fáfni, ok er Bat meira vert en alt ríki 
Gunnars konungs..." (28, 36-49) 

The account in the Vglsunga saga shows that at the beginning, 

Brynhild is not quite sure about how to take revenge. At first 

she pours out her virulent wrath upon Gunnar, because she - 

according to the actual facts - consers him to be the initiator 

of the whole misfortune. She reproaches him with the words: 

"... ok ertu engi konungr né kappt." (29,22) 

and adds to them the facts: 

"Ok Pess strengfa ek heit heima at fepr mins, at ek 
munda þeim einum unna, er ággatr véri alinn, en þat 
er Stgurbr; nú erum vér eifrofa, er vér eigum hann eigi, 
ok fyrir Þetta skal ek ráfandi fine daufa." (29,22-26) 

Brynhild is very conscious of her situation. She knows that 

Sigurd alone has all the power at his disposal, but that he 

surrendered his might to the Gjúkungs and their sovereign 

authority. Since Gunnar has made use of Sigurd's power, all 

her hate is turned against Gunnar, who has married her unjustly. 

Therefore Brynhild declares: 

"Ekki hofum vér launBing haft né údáþir gert, ok annat 
er várt eBli, ok fúsari vérim vér at drepa ypr."(29,32-34) 

The decisive change in Brynhild's attitude is brought about by 

the talk with Sigurd. Through this, Brynhild becomes aware that 

Sigurd does not intend to alter the status quo now reached, be- 

cause he himself is involveð in deceiving Brynhild. Although 

Sigurd now grasps the whole vexatious situation, and although 

he is capable of accurately balancing right and wrong, he at 

first pretends that he wants to preserve the state of injustice, 

since he claims, that Brynhild without doubt has the best 

husband. Sigurd thus tries to pass his fraud off for truth. 

When he does not succeed in this, he endeavours to convince 

Brynhild that the present situation is not all that bad. He 

wants her to adjust herself to this marriage and wants her to 

love both men, Gunnar, and himself: 

"Lif Þú ok unn Gunnari konungi ok mér." (29, 105-106) 
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Finally, when Sigurð realizes that Brynhild will not enter into 

a compromise, he confesses: 

"Ek unna Þér betr en mér, þótt ek yrða fyrir Þeim svikum, 
ok má Því nú ekki bregBa. þvtat ávalt, er ek gáfa mins 
geBs, 64 harmaði mik Bat, er Þú vart eigi min kona. 
en af mér bar ek, sem ek mátta, Þat er ek var t konunga- 
hgll, ok unþa ex Bvt Þó, at vér várum oll saman." (29, 110- 

114) 

Sigurd row shows vlainly that he loves Brynhild deaply. Yet he 

states that he by no means wants to alter the situation, which 

means that he is not willing to take revenge for the deceit 

done to Brynhild and himself. Though Brynhild acknowledges 

Sigurds avowals, she is still not willing to give in and to 

accept the present state of affairs. 

"Gfeetnat hefir Þú at segja, at pik angrar minn harmr, 
en nú fam vör enga tíkn." (29,116-118) 

Both positions of action are now evident: Sigurd knows that 

he has been deceived by the Gjúkungs, but he remains inactive, 

since he himself has comitted a crime. Brynhild, on the other 

hand, insists that she has taken an oath to marry only that 

man who is worthy of her. She is of the firm opinion that Sigurd 

has done her wrong - which is the truth - and that she could 

no longer live as the wife of two men ("Bvíat SigurBr hefir mik 

vélt, 29,147). 

Now Brynhild takes revenge by initiating a fraud herself. 

She pretends that Sigurd has robbed her of her virginity. Gun- 

nar is therefore lead to believe that Sigurd has broken his 

oath as a suitor's assistant (during the marriage per prceura- 

tíonem) and as his relative. Brynhild, in order to annihilate 

Sigurd, sets actions in moticn that can almost be considered 

as reflected revenge on Sigurd: just as Sigurd took part in 

deceiving her with respect to the "suitable" husband, so does 

she now deceive Sigurd with respect to her virginal purity, so 

that Sigurd falls victim to his own fraud. Having abused 

Brynhild's confidence that only the most vowerfui man could 

become her husband, Sigurd's downfall is brought about by 

Brynhild pretending that this marriage per proaurattoner has 
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been abused. 

Only after the death of Sigurd does Brynhild reveal the 

whole truth. She assures that Sigurd has by no means been un- 

faithful to Gunnar, although he could quite well have been 

treacherously disloyal to him. Brynhild has accomplished that 

Sigurd, who was destined. to become her husband, my not belong 

to any other woman now. Having revenged the injury done to her, 

she commits suicide so that she can at least be united with 

Sigurd in the Statóf death. 

: The significance of this section for the Vglsungs' family 

is that Sigurd, although he had all the capabilities required 

to bring about the supreme prestige for the reign of Vglsungs' 

kings, he was not able to do so, because of his own failings. 

To the contrary, he even subordinates himself to the feeble 

ruling power of the Gjúkungs, in that he allows himself to be 

integrated into their family. Thus all his deeds do not serve 

the aim to establish his own sovereignty but to strengthen 

another weak kingship. 

The last part of the Vglsunga saga proper shows the descen- 

ding line of that branch of the family which is the result of 

the union between Sigurd and Gudrun. Since this line is lacking 

the disposition . of the Völsungs, it is going to be totally 

extinguished. 

First of all, Gudrun is presented as Sigurd's widow. She 

attempts to preserve the glorious memories of her husband. The 

mother of the Gjúkungs recognizes the danger that Gudrun could 

take vengeance for Sigurd. For this reason Grimhild gives Gud- 

run a drink of oblivion in order to prevent her vengeance on her 

brothers. Thus one fraud generates another. 

Sigurd's hoard and therewith the power of the Vglsungs is 

now in the hands of weak kings. Since they are not equal to 

this power it is shown how Sigurd's inheritance is destroyed. 

Two kings, Gunnar and Atli, who are both equally incapable, 

quarrel with each other in order to gain this power. The 

Gjúkungs, who had hoped to acquire Sigurd's power through his 
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marriage to their sister, now become victims of such a frauð 

that reflects their own greedy ambitions. 

Atli promises to make them regents of his kingdom: 

"NG vill han gefa yfr vald yfir ríkinu, mefan Þeir eru 
svá ungir, ok ann yBr beat at njóta." (33, 62-63) 

But in reality he wants Sigurd's hoard in order to deprive 

the Gjúkungs of this power. Since Atli is not loved by Guðrun 

- she considers him a weakling who can never measure up to her 

ideal personified by Sigurd - : 

En aldri gerði hugr hennar við konum hléja, ok meB 
lií:ilii blífu var petra samvísta. (32, 99-100) 

he thinks that by acquiring the hoard, he could take over 

Sigurd's position and thereby win over Gudrun. Therefore, the 

fight over Sigurd's inheritance is not tc be understood as mere- 

ly materialistic, rather it is also spiritual. Gudrun is now in 

a similar situation to that of Brynhild. She was coupled with 

a man who could never equal her, in her eyes, after having been 

married to the most powerful man of ail. Atli - like Gunnar - 

tries fraudulently to prove his strength to Gudrun, that he 

actually does not have. He strives after the hoard cf the 

Gjúkungs and cannot gain it. Gunnar, on the cther hand, who 

became the most powerful man as heir to the Sigurd hoard, does 

not consider himself powerful enough, and therefore finally 

falls victim to his own covetousness for power. 

The fraud cost the Gjúkungs their lives and did not bring 

Atli the desired power and love. Thus Sigurd's inheritance 

can be of no use to anyone. Yet likewise, Sigurd's hoard cannot 

fall into the wrong hands. The materialistic basis of Vgisungen 

power has now been extinguished but the spriritual disposition 

is - for the time being - be staged by Gudrun, being thus arti- 

ficially maintained by Gudrun. 

Out of vengeance for her brothers, and also because of her 

memories of Sigurd, Gudrun annihilates her and Atli's children, 

and together with Högni's son, provides for Atli's downfall. 

This train of thought is clear from what Gudrun says as she 

talks to Atli while he is dying: 
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"Ok var betri gui vár þá, er ek var meh Sigurfi, drápum 
konunga ok réðum um eignir Betra ok gáfum griB Þeim, 
er svá vildu, en hofBingjar gengu á hendr oss, ok létum 
þann ríkan, er svá vildi; sipan mistum vér hans, ok var 
Bat lttit at bera ekkju nafn, en Þat harmar mik mest, 
er ek kom til þín, en átt áfr inn ággata konung, ok 
aldri“: komtu svá ór orrostu, at eigi bérir Þú inn minna 
hlut." (38, 67-73) 

The destruction of the inheritance of Sigurd is brought to 

a close, when Gudrun is forced to see how the last descendant of 

this ruinous marriage is killed. 

Since Svanhild is made out to be Sigurd's and Gudrun's 

daughter in the Volsunga saga, the subject matter of Hamdismál 

is also drawn into view of the entire genealogical context. 

Therefore, Svanhild's story too undergoes a change in meaning. 

Bikki, the king's adviser, alleges that Svanhild and Jér- 

munrek's son, Randver, committed a courting fraud. Jörmunrek 

who believes his counsellor, gives the order, that his own son 

and later his bride Svanhild are to be killed. Like Brynhild, 

Svanhild succumbs to the pretence of false facts. Sigurd's own 

daughter now falls victim to a courting fraud. The death of 

Sigurd's child cannot even be avenged, because the half-brothers 

lost their right to restore justice in that they themselves 

committed an injustice. Since the brothers Hamdir and Sörli 

soiled the stones with the blood of their own half-brother, whom 

they killeð on the stony way, they cannot take vengeance for 

their half-sister. They are rather killed exáctly because of 

this act. That is why only stones can kill them. The parallels 

between the fate of father and daughter are obvious: Just like 

Sigurd robbed himself of the right to avenge the injustice done 

to him by the Gjúkungs in that he had taken part in deceiving 

Brynhild, so the half-brothers fail to avenge their half-sister. 

The action of the descending line, which is totally destruc- 

tive, is determined by events reflecting Sigurd's own faults 

and failures: Sigurd's failure to use the hoard in order to 

reinstate the Vglsungs to a ruling power, brings about not only 

his own death, but that of other kings. Such immense power, 
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having fallen into the hands of men who are not worthy of it, 

cannot be used constructively. Thus the hoard gets lost in a 

similar way as it had been obtained from Sigurd. Sigurd's 

weakness to abstain from taking revenge after the deceit had 

become eviderit, is reflected in the fate of Svanhild, who is 

the last offspring of this portentous marriage. 

Thus, the author of Volsunga saga proper has given his 

source material of the Edda a completely different meaning: 

Sigurd's way of acting and all his consequences have been used 

by the author in order to demonstrate what happens, when mem- 

bers of the Vglsungs' family do not abide by their ideals 

{e.g. to gain royal power and to take revenge for injustice). 

In this way the second ang third part form a negative contrast 

to the accounts told in the first and fourth part of the whole 

Saga. 

An analysis of the function of Othin's character in this 

Saga will serve to support the contention that Volsunga saga 

constitutes a new poetic entity. Othin appears as the ancestral 

father of the family. He watches over the members of his family, 

is in continuous contact with them, and plays a judgemental 

role. ‘3 Where he helps, the person acts in accordance with the 

divine powers and laws. Where Othin refuses to help, he con- 

demns the person's behaviour. Othin sends the ancestral father 

Sigi the means to establish the reign. As the family is 

threatened with dying out, Othin helps again,so that Völsung 

can be born. He, too, pierces the sword into the "children's 

tree". With that, he gives one of the Vglsungs, namely Sigmund, 

the chance to prove his supremacy among the descendants. A 

confirmation of this is also that only Sigmund survives the 

stocks, and he finally continues the reign. But when Othin is 

forced to fetch Sinfjötli to a ship, because Sigmund is care- 

lessly driving him to death, he denies Sigmund the victory in 

a battle by lifting his spear, so that the sword, that he 

himself had given to the Volsungs, is smashed on it. For the 

present, Othin offers all his assistance to the next offspring. 
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Sigurð can assert his royal position in that Othin selects the 

best horse for him. It is Othin who helps Sigurd carry out his 

vengeance for his father successfully. For it is only because 

of Othin that the storm settles, as Sigurd is on the sea to 

avenge himself on Lyngvi. As Sigurd tries to acquire the hoard, 

Othin also saves him from Regin's fraud. After all the help 

which Othin has bestowed upon Sigurd it is so much the more 

remarkable that Othin does not appear again in the Sigurd story 

thereafter. That implies that he no longer is willing to sup- 

port Sigurd and the events resulting from his actions. Not 

until the end, when Jörmunrek is mutilated and defenseless, does 

Othin appear as the adviser who gives the decisive indication, 

so that the brothers Hamdir and Sörli can be killed. Here, at 

the last stage of this inappropriate marriage, Othin'4 appears 

as a supernatural judge, so to speak, and denies the brothers 

the chance to stand up for the rights of their relatives, in 

that he lets their attempt at revenge fail. Thus, just as Othin 

established the family in the beginning, he obliterates this 

family line that is incapable of ruling at the end. 

Only the child of the predestined union between Sigurd and 

Brynhild, namely Aslaug, '> is capable of preserving the race of 

the Volsungs' family and the spirit living within it. 

In contrast of the descending branch of the family, the 

establishment of a new, ascending branch is presented in the 

Ragnars saga, '® which, with that, belongs inseparably to the 

whole story. The parallels between this fourth part of the Saga 

and the Volsunga saga proper are not to he overlooked. A few 

main themes that make the continuity of both parts clear may 

be shortly mentioned here. 

Like Sigi, Aslaug begins her ascent from the existence of 

an outsider. Before she marries Ragnar, he succeeds in killing 

a dragon and thereby proves: his outstanding abilities, like 

Sigurd. Aslaug becomes the center focus of the family in her 

marriage with Ragnar. The firstborn son, Ivar, possesses such 

wisdom that is equal to that of Brynhild. All of the sons are 

powerful warriors and stand up for each other unconditionally. 
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As the marriage between Ragnar and Aslaug threatens to break 

up because of King Eystein, Aslaug is able to save the marriage 

bý doing justice to her origin which has not been revealed yet 

and by announcing the birth of a son, who will be born with a 

mark that shows the direct relation to Sigurd. Thus Sigurd, the 

son of Aslaug, is born and carries the nickname "Worm in the 

eye". Just this son is going to be the founder of the Norwegian 

royal family. He is the ancestor of Harald inn hárfagri. 

The last part clearly shows that. the sanctity of kingship 

perpetuates from the union between Sigurd and Brynhild. This 

marriage and not the one with Gudrun could have prevented the 

Volsungs from losing their esteem. Therefore, the whole dis- 

position in this fourth part corresponds to the first part of 

the Vglsunga saga. For like there too, the expansion of power, 

the taking of revenge for the injustice done to the family, 

and the caring for the continuance of the adequate marriage, 

which alone assures continuation of the true character of 

the Volsungs, are in the foreground. 

In summary, the Vglsunga saga proper demonstrates the success 

and failure of a royal family. The Ragnars saga, however, shows 

that Sigurd's failure is compensated by Aslaug, in that she, 

who originates from the predestined union with Brynhild, estab- 

lishes the foundation for the Norwegian kingship. The error of 

the marriage to Gudrun is thereby made clear, because no re- 

deeming powers for the Vglsungs' family were brought about 

through this union. 

If this view of one of the Fornaldarsögur turns out to be 

right, characteristics of this type of Saga stated so far 

should be thought over again. )? 
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